THINK EFFICIENT.
THINK GLOBAL.
Single source, worldwide AV
deployment network.

“The service we received from Snelling was simply first class.
From establishing their understanding of our requirements to
the design and installation, their entire process was a testament
to their experience and in-depth knowledge.
At every stage, the exceptional staff delivered support that went
above and beyond and made us feel that they were as
concerned about achieving a successful outcome as we were.
We can't recommend Snelling Business Systems highly
enough”.
Raspberry Pi Foundation
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ESTD. 1954
THERE’S A DIFFERENCE.
In plain speak, we are a global supplier of integrated
audio-visual systems and communications technology.
We design, integrate, install and maintain robust AV
systems and environments.
Our roots go back to 1954 when Roy Snelling started his
business out of a redundant Victorian laundry in rural
Norfolk, selling Television and Radio sets in the early days
of broadcasting.
Roy witnessed a big transformation as TV and Radio sets
became more common in living rooms- there was a
whole new way for people to interact, engage and
consume information
The same purpose for which many AV systems and
environments are designed and built for today.

As we grew and evolved, everything we learnt along the
way was nurtured in our internal culture, design and
engineering philosophy.

#SwitchOnthepossibilities

R.C. SNELLING TRUST
The responsibility of running the Snelling group
companies was inherited by the R.C. Snelling Charitable
Trust, which Roy established to reinvest profits into their
future, ensure the companies continue to follow Roy’s
philosophy, and of course, give back to the community.
Why does this matter to you?
Although profitability is important, we are different from
other companies who exist to maximise shareholders’
wealth, and return profits to their shareholders.
This, for example, allows our staff to freely make
recommendations on the right specifications suited to
you, and not what is necessarily most profitable for us.
This difference has always held us in good stead towards
building long-term relationships with clients over time.

Systemsthinking

That’s what we call our award-winning engineering
prowess.
We don’t simply bring AV hardware into any given space. AV
systems, comprised of hardware, deliver quantifiable results only
when they work as the ‘sum of all parts’.
Restricting your AV investments to top-line hardware alone without
paying attention to ‘systems’ will likely distress the return on your
investment.

SystemsThinking works. In the past two years, we
have won more AV industry awards than any other
European AV integrator.

#SwitchOnthepossibilities

AUDIO VISUAL
DESIGN &
INTEGRATION

END-USER
EXPERIENCE

“It is rare to find someone who can deal with both
the institutional demands of a University and the
highly specialised requirements of a Dolby
certified cinema theatre with such skill.”

#SwitchOnthePOSSIBILITIES

IET SAVOY PLACE

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
✓ 75+ spaces equipped
✓ Listed: Required HM The Queen’s approval to commence
refurbishment.

LECTURE THEATRES
BOARDROOMS
CONFERENCE ROOMS
MEETING ROOMS
VIDEO CONFERNCING SUITES
BRAIN STORMING AREAS

PRIVATE MEMBERS AREAS
ROOM BOOKING SYSTEMS
IET.TV BROADCAST
IPTV + DIGITAL SIGNAGE

✓ Awarded ‘Best UK Venue Brand’ three years running before closing
for refurbishment.
 KELVIN LECTURE THEATRE (450)

BEST CORPORATE PROJECT OF THE YEAR
AV AWARDS 2017 Finalist
INSTALL AWARDS 2017 Winner + Judge’s Top Choice Award
INAVATE AWARDS 2017 Winner

AV infrastructure designed to meet the needs of a Central
London landmark, headquarters of a global professional society
since 1909 and ‘Best UK Venue Brand’ three years running.

 PM’S PRESS EVENTS – INTEGRATED LIVE BROADCAST INFRASTRUCTURE

QUADRAM INSTITUTE

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

“This is a unique environment.
You won’t find anything like this in the world”.
The Quadram Institute (QI) brings together researchers and scientists
who study gastrointestinal science and clinicians who investigate real
patients. The capacity to conduct at least 40,000 procedures a year
makes it one of the largest in Europe.
Clinicians perform investigative procedures on patients in specialist
endoscopic suites, which are interconnected with the seminar rooms
and lecture halls for live streaming, on or off campus. Uncompressed,
zero latency video feeds from these suites can be relayed live over the
fibre optic AVoIP infrastructure.
Two-way audio and video (four sources - EndoCam, Endoscope Guide,
Wide angle view of the endoscopy suite, and Clinician view) allows live
interaction between clinicians in the endoscopy suites and students in
the seminar rooms.

 PM’S PRESS EVENTS – INTEGRATED LIVE BROADCAST INFRASTRUCTURE

LECTURE THEATRES
VIDEO CONFERENCE ROOMS
MEETING ROOMS
ROOM BOOKING SYSTEMS
PUBLIC AREAS
IPTV + DIGITAL SIGNAGE

 DIVISIBLE SEMINAR ROOM | LIVE 4K VIDEO FROM ENDOSCOPY SUITES

SOPHOS

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
✓ Fully standardised workplace refits to their largest international
operations.
✓ Meeting & training rooms
✓ Large presentation areas
✓ Zoom Rooms
✓ Locations Santa Clara, USA
Fairfax, USA
Burlington, USA
Singapore
Makati City, Philippines
Sydney, Australia
Tokyo, Japan
Budapest, Hungary
Dietikon, Switzerland
Paris, France
Karlsruhe, Germany
Wiesbaden, Germany
Linz, Austria
Cork, Ireland
Abingdon, UK
Milan, Italy

 PM’S PRESS EVENTS – INTEGRATED LIVE BROADCAST INFRASTRUCTURE

 Passivhaus & BREEAM Certified

“BRITAIN’S GREENEST BUILDING”

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
The University of East Anglia have a record low carbon efficiency
across all new buildings. While the campus benchmark for
‘embodied energy’ is 845 kilos of CO2 per sq. m. (kgCO2e/m2), the
goal for the Enterprise Centre was set at a mere 168.

Providing for catering and IT equipment, the power consumption
specifications in the client brief made the project appear technically
impossible. How can AV hardware built into a system contribute to the
highly ambitious low carbon goals of the building?
While AV equipment was qualified on the basis of lowest power consumption,
system design and engineering was focused on remote monitoring and intelligent
power management of all connected devices to meet the client’s objective.

UNRIVALLED TECHNICAL
PROWESS
All our designs and schematics
were approved for Passivhaus
standards and achieved BREEAM
’Outstanding’ (highest possible
rating).

 PM’S PRESS EVENTS – INTEGRATED LIVE BROADCAST INFRASTRUCTURE

HERZOG & DE MEURON DESIGN

BLAVATNIK SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
AV Infrastructure worthy of an ‘Oxford institution’. Spaces clear of
cables, hardware and AV racks to blend with the clean aesthetics of
the building’s design.
Facilities designed and built for catering to multiple and
simultaneous live events, and meet the needs of multi-lingual
audiences both during live events as well as during regular
classroom sessions.

Self-reliance: greater in-housing of AV operations to reduce costs incurred
on hiring external suppliers. AV hardware integrated into an IP networkbased infrastructure spanning the entire building.
Content Library: The school hosts noted political and public policy figures
from around the world, which allows them to create a subscription-based
library of video content. This means live content production, broadcast and
live streaming capabilities within the building itself.
Flexible and scalable: the infrastructure is flexible to host a wide-range of
event/teaching formats such as mock courts, seminars, lectures, forums etc.

 LECTURE THEATRE + LIVE LANGUAGE TRANSLATION + ON-SITE BROADCAST AND CONTENT CREATION

BUILT AROUND THE USER
BUILDING NERVE CENTRE

Central Control room, which receives and controls AV feeds from all
teaching spaces.

✓ Remote monitoring and control of room equipment via control systems.
✓ Reception and mixing of audio and video feed from the main AV spaces.
✓ Signal transmission to outdoor broadcast connection point.
✓ Lecture capture scheduling, monitoring and recording.

VIRTUAL PRODUCTION STUDIOS
Capture content including lectures, conferences, speaker series,
presentations and presentation audio.
These studios mash content for broadcast, similar to newsroom broadcasts,
on BlackMagic ATEM production switchers (BSG is one of the very few
education establishments with the highly-advanced newsroom equipment).

OUTDOOR BROADCAST POINTS
News vans relay live content to their respective stations using the School’s
own broadcast equipment rather than their own.
Broadcast or LiveStream; record lectures for students, and record lectures
from one theatre for distribution to any part of the building.

NETWORKS
One of the first University buildings to use 6G HD/SDI video cameras entirely
throughout the building (infrastructure is 8K video capable for the future).

 Floor boxes across the building feed into the central control room to host events anywhere.

UCL CANARY WHARF

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
The focus has moved from individual / small group spaces to
specialised business management training for large groups, in one
space at any given time.

LECTURE THEATRE
VIDEO CONFERENCE ROOMS
HUDDLE ROOMS
TRAINING ROOMS
MEETING ROOMS
CLASSROOMS

UNIVERSITY OF READING

G10 THEATRE

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
9.00 am: Classroom
3.00 pm: Conference Space
9.00 pm: Dolby-Certified Cinema Theatre
A versatile AV environment uncompromisingly delivers student
lectures and private hire events, in one space, which is also a
fully-functional cinema.

Many changes made to the spatial architecture of the theatre to
accommodate a THX and Dolby certified cinema system.
Projection aperture widened to meet specifications of the new projection
equipment - specialist contractors were appointed and managed.
Projection screen custom built to our specifications by a specialist manufacturer
because the depth of the wall was insufficient to support the ultra wide screen.
The central projector being unable to support Keystone, lens was custom-cut
by a specialist glass-cutter to meet the pixel specifications.

 Switching to ‘cinema-mode’ can be as simple as a flick of the switch- all controls are transferred to the projection control booth located at the rear.

CROSS-SECTOR EXPERIENCE

CORPORATE
EDUCATION
RETAIL
GOVERNMENT
HEALTHCARE
DEFENCE & AEROSPACE
RELIGIOUS
SPORTS
NICHE

TRANSFERABLE EXPERTISE

SYSTEM DESIGN
& ARCHITECTURAL
INTEGRATION
A solution to a problem; we can
partner with leading consultants
from concept design through to
coordinated specification,
technical planning, schematics
and spatial planning.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
We understand remote project
management is not always
viable and effective. We ensure
your project manager is present
in the country of deployment
and available on-site. They are
responsible for time, site-safety,
compliance, communications
and quality, and budget control.

AV HARDWARE SUPPLY

AV/IT INTEGRATION

INSTALLATION SERVICES

MANAGED SERVICES

Our approach to sales is not
commission-based. This helps
ensure you always receive
honest, transparent advice for
your requirements. This reflects
very much on the way we
operate as a company.

We believe systems should be
designed around the end-user,
and within the remit of available
IT infrastructure. Above all,
systems should be reliable in
operation whilst delivering
outstanding performance.

Always commissioned and
directly managed in-house with
technical support provided
throughout the project. This
allows us to guarantee timelines
and control the quality you
would expect from us.

With a Snelling managed
services contract, you have a
turnkey solution that offers
complete cover and operational
assistance as and when you
require them.

MANAGED SERVICES
& SUPPORT
Your comprehensive solution to improve
post-installation performance and
control operating costs.
Whether a single site or an enterprisewide solution, leave the responsibility for
any aspect of support entirely to us.
Typically, our contracts will cover the
following:
/ On-premises or remote support
/ Preventative maintenance
/ Reactive emergency service
/ Remote monitoring and reporting

Our Service Level Agreements start with
a thorough consultation to ascertain
what you genuinely need. We can offer
standard or tailored SLAs to ensure you
receive what can best meet your
requirements, while driving down costs.
Leave it to us. You will have all the
resources to deliver the service levels
your business demands.

THINK EFFICIENT.

Single source international AV deployment network.

THINK GLOBAL.

Single source international AV deployment network.

snellingbiz.com
snellingcollaboration.com

